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Effective: quantitative improvement in classification accuracy

Insightful: can analyze role comparability

State-of-the-art baselines representing several families of techniques Unweighted/undirected variants

Mapping roles across 
different size companies Mapping professors to 

professional roles

Practical: scales to millions of users

Motivation: bring order to flooded email inboxes
- Prioritize emails from important senders
- Recommend useful connections

Goal: Infer professional roles of email users

S2: Embed users by comparing their local structure to a small 
number of landmark users

S1: Capture each user’s local structure

User-to-landmark similarities
- Sample landmarks ~ degree
- Structural similarity between users:  

From SVD of 
psuedoinverse of pairwise 
landmark similarities

● Approximate decomposition of pairwise user structural 
similarity matrix

● Can embed only important subsets of users⚡

New email network datasets collected 
from Trove AI
- Multiple companies
- Varying company sizes

Group users’ job titles into broad categories: 
- Officers, middle management, and workers
Infer role of employees who do not provide titles

1University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 2University of Pittsburgh 3Trove AI

Intuition: Professional role inference ≈ 
structural role inference in email networks
Method: Design node embedding method, 
EMBER, to efficiently capture structural roles

Email communication is... We do...
Higher-order (indirect 
connections matter)

Define structural behavior 
histograms based on paths of 
communication up to length K

Weighted by # of emails two 
users exchange

Make histograms bin path 
weights between a user and her 
connections

Directed from sender to 
receiver

Create, concatenate separate 
histograms from paths following 
outgoing and incoming edges

Embeddings

Structural behavior histograms
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Practical: scales to millions of users

Motivation: bring order to flooded email inboxes
- Prioritize emails from important senders
- Recommend useful connections

Goal: Infer professional roles of email users

Email is:
Higher-order (indirect connections matter)

- Form structural behavior histograms based on patterns of 
length ≤K paths of communication

Weighted by # of emails two users exchange
- Bin path weights between 

a user and connections 
Directed from sender to receiver

- Create. concatenate separate histograms from paths 
following outgoing and incoming edges

S2: Embed local structure

S1: Capture each user’s local structure

User-to-landmark similarities
- Sample landmarks ~ degree
- Structural similarity between users:  

From SVD of 
psuedoinverse of pairwise 
landmark similarities
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